Glasgow Mets 2 saw their first
triangular fixture on Saturday 24th
October against both Livingston Lizards
(who mets2 had beaten in the cup) and
Edinburgh Jets 2.
Mets saw the same 6 take to court as
their previous game 3 weeks ago and
knew they had to play the best possible
at all times to avoid having to play
potentially 10 sets between the two
games.
The first game was against Livingston lizards who were set for revenge after
their cup defeat.
First set was even all the way through with only 1-3 points being in it at any
time with both teams making mistakes and giving the other team points. Mets
did manage to finish out the first set with a win at 29-27 after Livingston
had a few set points.
Livingston came back in the second set to take it 25-23 with what was another
close set.
Mets got
rotation
bring it
them the

a huge swing in the 3rd set going from 5-4 down to 16-4 up in one
when Martin Wiese was at the serving box. Livingston did manage to
back a bit but the huge gap created by Mets was too much which won
set 25-20
Mets came out at the 4th fighting and
managed to take the set 25-14, winning
the first game in the league 3-1.
Mets second game was against Edinburgh
Jets 2 who had just come from a 3-1
defeat against Livingston.

Mets started the 1st set poorly being
down all the way until 12-12 after what
seem like a bit of rust with the break
to officiate. Once Mets got back into
the swing of things the performance
started to pick up and a 6 point gap created when Craig Girvan went to the
serving box. The set was won by Mets at 25-18.
Mets continued to improve in the 2nd and 3rd set although some moments of
switching of with tips from Jets kept them fairly close. The sets were closed
out my Mets 25-21 and 25-18 to get the 3-0 win and take home two victories for
the day
Glasgow Mets player of the day was Ross Gillespie with a great overall
performance through both games.
Mets2's next fixture will be on Saturday 7th November in the cup.

